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SUMMARY

The work covered by this report was undertaken in connection with a’gened investigation
of fuel injection engine principles = applied to engines for aircraft propulsion, the specific
purpose being to obtain information on the coefEcient of discharge of small round orifices suitable
for use as fuel injection nozzks.

Flow of the liquids tasted under high pressure wm obtained with an intensifier consisting of
a 5-inch piston driving a direct connected ~-inch hydraulic phmger. The large piston was
operated by compressed air and the time required for the displacmwnt of a definite vohxne by
the hydraulic phmger was measured with an electrically operated stop watch. The coetlicients
were determined M the ratio of the actual to the theoretical rate of flow where the theoretical
flow was obtained by the usual simple fonmda for the discharge of liquids through orifices.

Values for the coefficient, were determined for the more important conditions of engine -
service such as discharge under pressures up to 8,000 p~unds per squ=e inch, at temperatures
between 80° and 180° F. and into air Compr-ed to pressures up to 1,000 pounds per square
inch. The results show that the coetEcient ranges between 0.62 and 0.88 for the di&rent test
conditions between 1,000 and 8,000 pounds per square inch hydraulic pressure. At Iower
pressures the codlicient increases materially.

It is concluded that within the range of @we tests and for hydrqulic pressures above 1,000
pounds per square inch the coeilicient does not change materially with pressure or temperature;
that it depends considerably upon the Iiquid, decre=es with incre~e in orifice size, and increases
in the cwe of discharge into compressed air until the compressed-air pres&e equals appro.si-
matdy three-tenths of the hydraulic pressure, beyond which pressure ratio it rrmains practically
constant.
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b far as is known, no data has bem published giving the coaf%cient of diechtuge for liquid
fueIs discharged under high pressures through smaU orifices. It has been necessary therefore,
in the d- of an injection valve, to assume a value for the Cm&icientin order to fid approsi-
matdy the ofice size capable of discharging enough fueI, under the pressure employed, to meet
the engine requirements. This research was undertaken in order to determine, for various
conditions simiiar to those met “in engine service, the coticient of discharge of orifices suitable

._

for use in fuel injection valves.
In order to determine the effects of pressure, temperature, and back air pressure upon the

coefficient of discharge the work was arrauged so that each of these influences could be varied
.—

independently. The pr~sure tests determined the coefficient of disehsrge for pr~ures up to
8,000 pounds per square inch, the liquids being discharged at 80° F. into air at atmospheric

-—

pressure. Coefficients were obtained for Diesel engine fuel oil discharged though orifices , - Q
having dhuneters of 0.015 inch, 0.020 inch and 0.025 inch and for gasoline and water
discharged through a 0.020-inch orifice. The temperature tests determined the coef%ient at

.-

S0? F., 110° F., and 180° F. for Diesel engine fueI oil discharged through a 0.020-inch orifice.
..—-—

Pressuras up to 8,000 pounds per square inch mere used, the fuel being discharged into air at
.— .-

atmospheric pressure. The tests on the tiect of back air pr~ure determined the codllcient
._—
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for the discharge of DiaseI engine fud oil at 80° F. .b~i, air at pressures up to 1,000 pounds per
square inch using a 0.020-inch orifice, Two air chmgbers were used@ order to detwzuine the
effect of a change in chamber size. In the tests with the small air chamber, hydraulic prwisurcs
up to 8,000 pounds per square inch and compressed air pressures Up to 750 pounds pm square
inch were used, For the large air chamber hydraulic pressures up to 2,o45 pounds per square
inch and compressed air pressuresup to 1,000 pounds per square inch were used. #

METHODS AND APPARATUS

The method employed in the determination of alI coefficients consisted in timing the flow of
a known vohune of liquid and determining the coefficients as the ratio of the actual to the
theoretical rate of flow. Photographs of the discharge apparatus are shown in I?igurcs 1 arid2.

In order to obtain a continuous flow of liquid under high pressure and of sufficient quantity
to permit reasonably accurate timing, an intensi.h operated by compressed air was used.
This apparatus consisted primarily of an air cylinder 5 inches in diameter in axial alignment
with a hydraulic cylinder three-fourths inch in diameter, the air cylinder piston being cannectcd
directly to the hydraulic plunger. By using air pressures up to 195 pounds per square inch in
the air cylinder, working hydraulic pressures up to 8,000 pounda per square inch were obtained.
The air cylinder and piston were standard Liberty engine parts, the cylinder being mounted
on a casting so as to permit a working stroke of 9~ inches. The hydraulic plunger and cylinder
were of hardened and ground tool steel, each separately lapped to obtain highly polished working
surfaces. The fit between these two parts was such that when thoroughly lubricated a force
of about 5 pounds was required to maintain relative movement. The orific~ through which
the Iiquids were discharged were also of hardened and ground tool steel. The holes were lapped
to a high polish and means employed to secure sharp entering and exit edges.

The timed volume of the liquid discharged was 3,486 cubic jnches less the leikage past the “
hydraulic plunger, This leakage was determined by a separate test for all liquids, pressures,
tmd temperatures and though found to be practically negligible, in most cases considerably less
than 1 per cent, was included in the coefficient calculations. The discharge time of this quan-
tity of liquid was obtained with an electrically operated on&hundredth-second stop tiatch.
Starting and stopping of the watch was controlled by an electric contractor located between
the air and hydraulic cylinders. The contactor was operated, through a follower, by two
shallow notches on the hydraulic plunger. Thus, M the hydraulic plunger descended and the
folIower moved into the&t notch, the contactor closed the electric circuit and started the stop
‘watch. As the follower moved out of the notch, the circuit was broken and the watch stem
permitted to return. The stopping of the watch at the completion of the timed discharge
volume was accomplished in like manner by the second notch, It may be noted that the watch
was operated by two successive “makes” of the circuit, thus giving the same electrical action
at the start and finish of the timed stroke. Since the liquids to be discharged were at=rest at
the beginning of the plunger movement and unifow_ flow was desired during the timed dis-
charge, about 12 per cant of the total liquid vohnne was permitted to be discharged before start-
ing the stop watch. Tests showed that this predischarge was more than ample for the appara-
tus used.

Heating of the liquids was controlled in aU task by inclosing the liquid reservoir and di+
charge apparatus in a cabinet and circulating hot air around all parts until the test temperature
was reached, This temperature was then maintained by control of the air temperature which
was read from thermometers through glass windows in the cabinet door. The temperature of
the liquids was obtained by thermocouples and a potentiometer. Figures 1 and 2 show the
arrangement of the apparatus except for the electric heating elements and circulating fan in the
back of the cabinet.

The pressure in the compressed air supply tank was raised at the beginning of a test to the
maximum value required and the hydraulic pressure controlled by successivelylowering the air
pressure. The pressure in the air chamber into whi_@ the liquids were discharged was main-
tained at atmospheric pressure in all tests ~cept those discharging into compressed air.
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RIG.2.-CWlkknt of @charga apparatusshowingmntrok and Inatrruaents
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The test procedure, after the desired working conditions had been obtained, was as folIows.
A valve control, which operated the hydradic needle valves, was first raised to its limit of travel.
This simultaneously opened the inlet valve and closed the discharge valve. The liquid under
test was then pumped by hand from the reservoir into the hydraulic cylinder, thus raising the
plunger and piston against the air pressure. When the plunger and piston reached the top of
their stroke the stop watch switch was closed and the valve control brought-rapidly to its lower
limit of travel. This simultaneously closed the inlet valve and opened the discharge valve
thus discharging me liquid through the orifice and into the air chamber. The hydraulic
pressure obtained during the timed portion of the test was read from the hydraulic gage rmd
the time of discharge obtained automatically as previously described.

RESULTS

The greater part of the data obtained in this investigation is given in Figures 3 to 8, inclusi~c.
The data obtained in part range check tests covering certain pressure and temperature effects
are not given because these are practically the same as those presented. Considerable data
covering high pressure discharge into compressed air gre also not given because they duplicntc,
within the litit of experimental error, th d for high pressure discharge into air at atmospheric
pressure.

FIG. 3.-EqMrmntd data for a O.OfOlnchorh%m. Dieselenginefuel on at W F. dkchexgedIntoair at
atmoqrherk~

%7
Ku - L) K=63J7 Q=cet@
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h order to present the data in a form that could be used to calculate dis&arge quantities
and velocities without Unnecessmy complication, the eflec~ of the compr~ibflity of tk liquid
and its change of specific gkavity with pr~we are included in the coefficients. When these
variables are taken into account in the ~alculations, the ~efficient of discharge is found b be the
same at the lower discharge pressures and ~ depart uniformly as the press~~ increase until at
8,000 pourids per square inch it is about 4 per cent higher than the mficient based on simple
computation.

Premure tede.—The results of tie pressure tests are given in Figures 3,4, and 5. The data
presented in Figgre 3 are the experimental and computed results of a test of Diesel engine fuel
oil at-80 = F. discharged through a 0.020-inch orifice into air at atmospheric pressure. The
observed hydraulic pressures and recorded times are plotted M obtained during the test. The
times required for the discharge volume to leak past the hydraulic plunger at various prwisurcs
are also plotted as obtained. These two curves give the experimental data from which the per.
cent of leak taking place during the test and the coficient of discharge are calculated. The
per cent of leak at any hydraulic pressure is calculated w the ratio of the discharge time to tho
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leak’time, multiplied by 100. The coeflkient of discharge is calculakd as the ratio of the actual
to the theoretical rate of flow-. The actuaI rate of flow-is calmdated from the experimental data
and the theoretical rate by means of the usual hydraulic formula,

V=m

The effects of orifice size and of different liquids are given in Figprm 4 and 5, the data for
these tests being obtained and computed in the same way as that for Figure 3. Three orifice
sizes were tested, the diameters and lengths being 0.0.15 by 0.050 inch, 0.020 by 0.060 inch,
and 0.025 by 0.060 inch. The data presented in Fiegyme4 is for Diesel engine fuel oil at 80° I?.

I I [3
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Hydmultc~ssu#, fb./&iq.Ih.

FIG. 4.-ERwt Of OlittM d?.a. Diesel_ [d On at 8Cf F. “chsokmd km sir at atnmpherfu presure.
OrtEca e.lze: Curve 1, 0.015fnoh by O.ml In@ ourve Z 0.0%3M by (?JMIidx me% 0.025 Ineb by
0030inch

b I I I I 1 I 1 ! I I ! I I I I

2000 4000 6000 80&7
i4ydmuhkp&mx.rre,t!b.#y.rn.

FIG. 5.—lh7@d.d cIIRerentU@ds. Lk@de atW F. dkhargd through a0.023by 0.IX4In& cfiflee
fnto dr at atmaspherio pressure. Lf@ds mum 1, watq c.mve ~ Diesde@Mfud oII;mrve 3,
gesolble

discharged under pressur~ Up b 8,000 poun& per square inch into & at.atmospheric pressure+
The parallelism between the cu.rvw and tie practical constancy of the coeflicienti for discharge
pressures above 1,000 pounds per square inch are worthy of note.

The data on the effect of different liquids, Figure 5, are for Di~eI engine fuel oiI, gasoline
and water discbmged through a ().02()-inch ofice, & t-wt tempmatue and pressures being the
same as for Figure 4. The parallehm and pmtity of the cum= for gasoline and Diesel enggne
fuel oiI are noteworthy and probably indicate that the effect of the lesser density of the gasobne
is nearly counteracted by its lesser tiosity.

Temperature tests.-The effect of temperate on the COfimt of discharge was determined
for Diesel engine fuel oil discharged through a 0.020-inch orifice into air at atmospheric pressure.
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Tests were made at 80°, 110” and 180°.F. with hydrau~icpressuresup to 8,000 pounds per square
inch. The coefEcient was uniformly lower with the.&her ternperatureabut over the range of
these twts the differe~ce was less tJNW2 per cent.

Tkstion discharge into cornpremed air,—The rtxmltaof the work on low-pressure discharge
into compressed air are given in Figures 6, 7, and 8, the results for high pressure dischargo
being omitted because they duplicated the results foy.high pressure discharge into air at atmos-
pheric preesure M previosuly mentioned. It was also found “that the results obtained for dis-
charge into the two sizes of air chambers tested ~YeMthe same. It IVaSnoted during the pre-
liminary tests cm discharge into compr=sed air that the coefficient of the orifice used had in-
creased 0,06 for the case of discharge into air at atmospheric pressure. Microscopic examina-
tion of the ori.iiceshowed that its enteriug edge had been rounded. This was probably caused
by the flow of unstrained liquid through the orifice, the high pressure strainem having failed
during extraneous work. Since all condition @ these tests were the same as those for tho
preemre tests it is concluded that the increase in the coefficient was due to the change in the
orifice~edge. .-

Buck-airpressure, /h/sq.in.

FIO. &-Oticient ofdlsdmrgevemxe back-elrpresnre. Died snginefuel 011at SWF. dfecharged throngh nOGXMnch
orffme into ah at varfoae preserms. Hydratdioprw.mres curve 1, 2$46 pounds per WIP.re fnoh; Url’ve 21,645
pounds per eqmre Inoh; mm S, 1,?55pounds per squere inclu ourve 4,1,005 pounds w square inch

Q.cat Kh

In the work with low hydraulic pressures data was obtaiped for discharge into compressed
air ranging in pressure up to 1,000 pounds per square inch, the pressure on the liquid during
a test being maintained constant. Four hydraulic pressur~, namely, 1,005, 1,255, 1,645, and
2,o45 pounds per square inch were used. The dab are for Diesel engine fuel oil at 80° F.
discharged through a 0.020-inch or%ce and are presented iu three ways. In Figure 6 the coefE-
ciente are calculated in the same way as those for. discharge into air at atmospheric pressure
and do not take into account in,the calculations any decrease. in.the effective hydraulic pressure ‘
due to the increased back air press~fi. .~~ co%&?&? 8rellot.@. ag~~t the hack ah pres-
sures. The data plotted from simple c.amput.ationas above are convenient to use in practice ‘–
and show clearly the effect of increased back air presww It mqy be noted that the coefficient
does not change materially below compressed air pressures approximately three-t+mtk of the
hydraulic pressure and that the deviation within this range decreases with increase in hydrrudic
presm.re. This deviation entirely disappears with higher hydraulic pressures,since in the work
on high pressure discharge into compressed air no deviation of the coefficient was noted below
the critical pressure ratio of three-tenth. Above. ~his point the coefficient and rate of dis-
charge decresse uniformly with increase in compressed air pressure.
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In order to determine the coefficient at the critical point as accurately as pcssible several
check tests were made for each hydraulic pressure. The experimental data giving the back air

pressures and oorwponding discharge times for the 1,005 pounds per square inoh hydraulic
pressure, curve 4 of F~e 6, are plotted over a range covering the oritical point in Figure 7.

.<
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1
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Back -oirpressur% lA/s@.

Fm. 7.–Dfwharge thne versus beck-afr premre. Dfesel engine fuel ofl et W F. dkhmged through II 0.02Ufnch
orfflce MO e!r at verfous pre.wauE9. HydratrlIc plW91UR- Cume& 1,00Spounde persqnm Inch

These data are plotted to enlcxged scales and show the degree of check obtained for several runs.
The data for discharge into compressed air has also been computed on the basis that the

compressed air pressure reduces the effective hydraulic pressure on the liquid. The theoretical
rate of flow was calculated in this case by means of the hydraulic formula

.

T=-J2g (h-h.)

in which h is the hydraulic pressure head and fid thG back air preswre head. The coef%cienta

as thus calculated me plottal against the ratio of the back air pressure to the hydraulic pressure

in I?iie 8. It maybe noted that the coefficients for all four curves, calculated on the abova

hbtio of tit% ffirP-MS= b b=%uhk pressure

FiG. 8.-CoeMcknt of discherge vezeue ratio of back.ak pressnre to hydrenlfc presswre. DleseI engfne
fuel 011at W E’. dfsckge thrrmgh a 0.02Ufnch odOce into efr at verfcus premrms. Hydraulfc
PI===: Cme L 2,045POWS P= S13rxaretia; mm z W45 ponm3s per mm tmm cme %
1,!255pooM9 per eqnere fncm curve * I,CQ5ponnds per sqnere Inch

Q-oat &@-hd

basis, increase from about 0.74 at a pressure ratio of zero up to about 0.88 at a pressure ratio of
approximately three-tf3ntha. Beyond this ratio or the critical point, the coefficients are practi-
cally oonstant. A decrease in the coefiient at the higher ratios of back air pressure to hy-
dradic pressure may also be noted, this decrease being oonsiderably smaI1erin degree for the
higher discharge pressures.

Since the work on discharge into compmased air was limit+d to, the use of ordy one size
and proportion of orificq it is thought that at present no general conclusions on the resul~
may be drawn.
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Application.—The accuracy of the results obtained in this investigation depended upon
the accuracy with which the hydraulic pressureswere observed; the accuracy of the stop watches
and of the measurement of a number of constmts. The hydraulic pressures -were read in
general from a 10,000-pound hydraulic test gage which was calibrated by means of a dond
weight gage tester. It is beheved that the error of the-pressurererdingmdid not exceed 5 pounds.
Two one-hundredth second stop watches were used, a Natiomd Park and a Moylan, Tho
running performance of these stop watches was determined by photogmphing tllek kdict~t~~~.

tkms with those of two watches having known errore. The running error was negligible.
The simrting and stopping errcm were not investi&~d~ but iri niimy hundred observations it
was noted that where all taat conditions were maintained constant for the purpose of chocking
previous date or dehmining reproducibility the va~attion in the recorded times was generally
not more than one-hundredth of a second. Ilowever, in some cases of discharge into com-
pressed air below the critical point the variation in the reoorded times was greater. l~iguro 7
represents the worst case in this respect. The more .,important constante measured were the
orifice dinmeters and lengths, :peciiic gravities of the liquids, and the displacement of the
hydraulic plunger. At the test temperatures of 80~11(1°, and 180° l?. the speoific grnvity of
:,he Diesel engine fuel oil used was 0.846,0.833, and 0.802, the corresponding Saybolt Universal
viscosity being 39.o, 35.3, and 31.5 seconds. The gravitational constant, g, was calculated m
32.15 for the location of the Laboratory of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
at Langley Field, Va. The displacement of the hydiaulic plunger and lengths of tho orificee
were. calculated from micrometer measurements, specfic gravities were determined with a
Westphal balance, and the diameters of the orifices rnitiured on a dividing engine. Wherever
practicable several check measurements and @t qbservatione were made randthe limits of
probable error calculated. The total lirdrof probable error”rariged between 1 ind Z% per
cent, and was greatest for the low pressures and the smallest orifice.

The rwults of this work are, in general, applicable to cases of continuous discharge having
the same or sirdar conditions of operation. Intermittent disoharge and the flow of other
liquids through orifices of the same or dflerent forq would probably result in appreciable
di.fTerencesin the coefficient. For such cases the da_b_presented herewith may only be used as
an indication.

CONCLUSION

From the results of discharge into air at atmospheric pressure it is concluded that for
hydraulic pressures above approximately 1,000 pounds per square inch the coefficient for a
given orifice and liquid doti not change materially with pressure or temperature, within the
limits of these te@a, but t$at for pressures belaw 1?000 pounds per square inch iti trends in
general toward unity. The coefficient for gasoline imd Di~el engine fuel oil are practically
the same, but for water it is considerably higher. An increase in orilice size within the range
of this investigation consistently decreased the coefllcient. A slight accidental rounding of the
entering edge of an orifice in one instance caused an increase in the value of the coefficient.

From the work on discha~e into compr~ed & it was-found that the rate of discharge
for Diesel engine fuel oil at 80° F. and a 0.020-inch orifice was not materially afIcctcd by dis-
charge into dense air at pressuresless than approximately three tenths of the hydraulic pressure,
but that at higher air pressures it decreased rapidly in ae~eement with the resulting effective
hydraulic preesurw.


